
Our innovative and growing company is looking to fill the role of strategic
procurement. If you are looking for an exciting place to work, please take a look at
the list of qualifications below.

Responsibilities for strategic procurement

Assist in building and driving category strategy for the company by
evaluating category and market intelligence directed by the Strategic
Procurement Manager and team
Help further define large and small business opportunities by leveraging
spend analytics through scrubbing and deep dive invoice analysis to
determine buying patterns and trends for the company
Assist in applying supplier risk survey results in the enhancement of the
supplier risk analysis software tool
Partner in reviewing the Source to Settle process along with the appropriate
tools and guidance documents to come up with a plan to update and
enhance the procurement page site on our Sharepoint drive
Assist in the review and enhancement of the Supplier Relationship
Management (SRM) procedures and tools (using some new and existing
content)
Help create SRA & SRM information for Sharepointpublication (updates to
home page)
Opportunity to learn spend analysis and reporting from a Procurement
perspective – utilizing our spend tool reporting and taking direction from the
Strategic Procurement team for tasks related to proposed projects for
Corporate and the Lines of Business (LoBs)
Other interesting projects, as they arise
Definition of concepts for risk and contract management to avoid risk and
warrant costs
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Qualifications for strategic procurement

Demonstrated success in establishing, managing and leading large project
teams which result in successful sourcing project delivery with qualitative and
quantitative results
Strong teamwork and influencing skills in a large organization
Self-starting, ability to drive projects to conclusion and work effectively with a
variety of people at various levels within the company
Strong contract drafting skills including the ability to draft and negotiate
complex legal terms and conditions with minimal legal support, the ability to
discuss and explain to clients in an easy-to-understand manner
Masters university degree or equivalent experience
6-10 years relevant procurement and/or industry experience


